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Site recommended
for biology building

By RICHARD WARING
Hopkins will build its new life

• sciences building on a site in
Wyman Park, just west of the
Aeronautics Building, if the

recommendation of a consulting
engineering firm hired to evaluate
seven possible sites is followed.
The engineering firm, J.

Prentiss Browne, Inc., chose the
site on the 38 acres of Wyman
Park owned by the University,
over six other sites considered.
The stuuy, which was
commissioned by the University
on July 1 for a cost of no more
than $12,000, was submitted on
September 11, according to
William L. Campbell, Director of
Plant Operations and
Maintenance.

According to the report, the

site selected is superior to the

other six in terms of its location,
service requirements, including

parking lots and auto access, as

well as utility needs. The report

also states that the

west-of-campus site provides

more architectural freedom for

the proposed 200,000 square

foot structure than a site on the

main campus would.
"Site two allows for a more

original architectural design being

removed from the area of the

present Georgian buildings. This

freedom in design should result

in a more functional plan and a

more reasonable expenditure for

the structure," the report states.

see BIO. BLDG., page 4
POSSIBILITIES—The map shows the seven sites considered for a new biology building.

ON THE INSIDE
In these energy-short times

we find the University using
over 10 gallons of oil per
minute. See page 3.
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MAN OF THE WEEK
Football Coach Denis Cox,

who plans to fight fire with fire.
See page 10.

Frats facing opposition from neighborhood
By JERRY NESER

Canterbury Road residents

disturbed over disruptive

incidents occuring at two of the

neighborhood fraternities since
the opening of school, will voice

complaints to University officials
as well as city administrators in
the near future, according to one

neighborhood leader.
The two fraternities involved

are Beta Theta Pi and Phi Gamma

Delta, which have houses

immediately adjacent to each
other in the 3900 block,

Canterbury road.
"As far as I know the people

on Canterbury Road have had
It," said Albert Kaufman,
Tuscany-Canterbury Association

President. "They- have had
meetings with the police and
they want to find someone to
prosecut," he added.
"I was at one of these

meetings for a very short length

of time," said Mrs. Torrey

Brown, a resident directly

opposite the fraternity houses.

"My husband and I tried to calm

things on both sides but there

were the same old feelings," she

added.
Mrs. Brown is the wife of Dr.

Torrey Brown, a Maryland State

Delegate, and Director of the

Hopkins alcoholism program. In

addition, he supervises the

Student Health Services here.

According to Kaufman, there

have been a number of incidents

irritating neighbors. Included were

the setting off of fire-ctackers

last week, the drunkedness of the

fraternity brothers, the loud

music played well into the

morning, and the number of car

aerials that have been broken

within the past month.

"This is a very serious matter,"

said a neighborhood resident,

who asked to remain anonymous.

"The firecrackers aren't the

worst part of the problem.. .Their

language is very vile and their

attitude seems to say 'No one has
control over me," she added.
"There has also been a great

deal of complaint about the

amount of garbage left in front

of the house Sunday," said
Kaufman. 'There were about 18

garbage cans and trash bags that

they (BETA) put out, knowing

that they wouldn't be picked up

for several days," he added.
"What bothers me is whatever

they (the fraternities) do to

bother the neighbors," said Mrs.

George Benton, wife of

Homewood's Vice President and
also a Cantebury resident. "I
spend most of my time defending
the boys," she added.

According to Kaufman, most
of the residents of Canterbury
Road are elderly and are more

easily disturbed than most area

Murr to be chemistry chairman
Dr. Brown L. Murr Jr., a

member of the Hopkins faculty
since 1962, will be the next

chairman of the department of

chemistry.
He will replace Dr. Richard J.

Kokes, who died in July. Since

Kokes' death, the department has
been administered on an interim
basis by chemistry faculty
members Dr. John W. Gryder and
Dr. Harris Silverstone.

Murr was nominated for the

Chairmanship of the department

by a vote of its members this
Week, but still must be formally

appointed to the post by

President Muller. Since

appointment by the President is

regarded as only a formality,
Murr took over the leadership of
the department yesterday.
Muller, who is on the West Coast,
Will not return to Baltimore until
Tuesday.
"I sought the position and I'm

pleased to have it," Murr said

yesterday. "It wasn't forced on

me."
"I hope there's as little change

from the Dick Kokes

administration as we can arrange.

He was doing a fantastic job and

he'll be a tough act to follow,"

Murr stated.
A specialist in physical organic

chemistry, Murr was chosen to

lead the 17-member department

by a three-phase voting process

which requires a candidate to get

a two-thirds majority for victory.

Voting is open to all members of

the department who have been at

Hopkins more than six months.

One member of the faculty

joined in September, and thus

was unable to vote in this

election.
The election process, which

started shortly after Labor Day,

first nominates candidates who

then meet in a run-off election.

The first person to achieve a
simple majority in the run-off
must then be confirmed by a
two-thirds vote to become the

winner. •
Murr came to Hopkins in 1962'

from a year as a post-doctoral

student at MIT. He received his
Ph.D. from the University of

Indiana in 1961 and his

bachelor's and master's degrees

from Emory University in 1952

and 1953.
A former secretary of the

Faculty General Assembly, Murr

was elected last week to fill a

one-year term on the Academic

Council.
He is only the third faculty

member to be elected to the
chairmanship of the chemistry
department. Before the elections

procedure was implemented, the

chairman was appointed by the

. president of the University in

consultation with the dean.

neighbors.
"This year the Phi Gams were

very quiet and they have kept
their house well," said Mrs.
Brown. "We may be able to get
along with the Betas if they
could get the people who come
to their parties to remember
where they are," she added.
"I do prefer the fraternities in

the neighborhood," said Mrs.
Brown. "But I prefer them only
if people don't have to sell their
homes or lose their health," she
added.
"The neighbors would like to

get along with the fraternities,"
she said. "The fraternities don't
want to be hassled for that
matter either," she added.
According to one of the

groups planning to take action,
the best thing for the
neighborhood would be the
complete removal of the two
fraternities.
"So far two professors' wives

have called me asking for places
to rent or buy in this
neighborhood," said a resident.

"If the University would buy

see FRATS., page 4

Hitchhiker raped
on Art Museum lot

By JERRY NESER

An 18-year-old hitchhiker was

struck in the face and raped at

10:00 p.m. Wednesday evening,

On Art Museum property

adjacent to the southern portion

of the Hopkins campus.
Police reported that .the girl

had been • askifig directions to

29th Street when a short youth,

19 or 20 years old,wearing blue

slacks and a light blue shirt.

ordered her to follow him from

the 3400 block of North Charles

into some bushes
Police also stated that the

victim was struck several times in

the face before being sexually

assaulted.
"I don't know why or for how

long she was here," said Dr.

George Benton, Homewood

Vice-President, at the scene. "As

far as I know she isn't a student

or employee of the University,"

he added

In a letter sent to all

University women Wednesday,
Robert J. Fitzpatrick, Dean of

Students, said "The University

has made a concerted effort to

increase the protection of its

students. Additional campus

policemen and policewomen have

been hired and increased lighting
on parking lots will be
operational before the time
change brings early night fall."
The new campus lighting

system, proposed after an
outbreak of assaults last year,
was in the process of being
installed in the vicinity of the
latest incident.
"You just can't make this

place into an armed camp," said
Benton.

Although an article appearing

in yesterday's Evening Sun
placed the incident on university

property, both Police sources and

University officials place the rape

at the back of the Art Museum.
"The report is not quite

right," said George Weinbach.
Security Director. "It (the rape)
occurred on Art Museum
property, which is just a stones
throw away from us anyway," he
added.

Northern district :Police stated

that a suspect had been arrested
Monday in connection with the

bomb scare in Shaffer Hall

Sunday evening. Charged with

making a bomb threat was James

Dupye, Sr., of the 2100 block N.

Calvert Street.
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campus notes
ERRORS

In an article last week on the
Hopkins Catalog, it was reported
that no accelerated M.A.—B.A.
program existed in the
Humanities Department.
According to Dr. Richard
Macksey, Chairman of this
department such a program is
available in this area.

Also reported incorrectly was
the list of numbers of the
Advisory Catalog Committee.
The News Letter regrets having

made the errors.

TICKETS

RECOMMENDATION
The letters of recommendation

for students applying for
Marshall Scholarships are due in
Dean Suskind's office of October
15.

GO CLUB
The Johns Hopkins/Baltimore

Go Club meets every Sunday
night at 7:30 p.m. in the
cafeteria of Levering Hall. All
new members are welcome and
lessons are given to anyone who
wants to learn the game. More
advanced lessons are given on the
first Sunday of each month. For
further info call Bob Gross, ext.
467.

SPIRTUAL NEEDS FILLED
Volunteers needed to help

with Chaplain's programs —
C.O.D.E., House Center,
Publicity, Sunday Experience,
and Tutoring. Interested spirits
call Ex. 403 or 624.

PHILOSOPHY LECTURE
Carl G. Hempel, Stuart

Professor of Philosophy,
Princeton University, will speak
on "Analytic Empiricist
Perspectives on Science in the
Light of Recent Criticism," on
Thursday, Oct. 25, at 4:15 p.m.
in the Garrett Room of the MSE
Library. The lecture is sponsored

Get your tickets to the BRIDGE PLAYERS by the JHU Center for the
Colts—Saints game this Sunday at Until this year, the JHU Bridge History and Philosophy of
the Union Desk in Levering Hall. Club has run a weekly duplicate Science.

HULLABALLO
For anyone interested there

will be a meeting of the
Hullaballo, Monday Oct. 1 at 4
p.m. in Maryland 317.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Start out your day by serving

breakfast, sharing yourself and
playing with 35 energetic
gradeschool children. Beginning
October 1, breakfast will be
served from 7:30*a.m. to 8:15
a.m., Monday—Friday at St.
Johns Church St Paul and 27th
Sts. in Charles Village. If you can
help, call Jerry McKenzie at
366-4971 or 235-0219.

HISTORICAL SIMULATION
This Saturday, Sept. 29 at 12

noon in Md. Hall Rm. 219, the
H.S.S. will hold the initial
meeting for the simulation of the
Mideast situation in the 1800's of
17 countries. Admirals,
administrators, spies and heroes
in "general" are needed.
Questions: contact Russ Vane,
Apt. 4J Wolman Hall, Phone
366-8824.

SUPPER—SLIDES
Potluck Supper and China

slide show to celebrate China's
National Day. Dinner begins at
6:30 at the First Unitarian
Church Parish Hall 514 N.
Charles Street. You are asked to
bring a dish to share (Chinese
cooking if possible.) There will
be $1.50 charge for dinner for
those who are unable to bring
food. The slide show begins at
8:00. For more info contact
Fred Pincus at 455-2079 or
243-6987.

FUTURE SHOCK '73
The Career Counseling Office

of Goucher will sponsor a 3-day
seminar devoted to women and
careers on Oct. 2, 3, 4. Topics to
be covered include career
opportunities for the liberal arts
graduate and job discrimination.
For further info, call 825-3300,
ext. 213.

classified

game free of charge for all
members of the Hopkins
Community. Because interest in
this game slacked off last year, it
has not been revived to date. If,
however, enough people would
like to participate in such games,
the Bridge Club chairmen are
willing to try again. If interested,
place a note in Box 634 with
your name and box number
within the 111 A t week.

U.S.-CHINA PEOPLE'S FRIENDS.
On Monday, Oct. 1, the

U.S.-China People's Friendship
Association will host a Potluck
Supper and China slide show to
celebrate China's National Day,
from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. at the
First Unitarian Church, 514
North Charles Street. For more
information, contact Fred
Pincus, 455-2079 or 243-6987.

JUNIOR PARTY
After the second showing of

"Straw Dogs" on Friday, Sept.
28, there will be a party in the
Clipper Room of Shriver Hall
that is free to juniors and $.75
for everyone else which will
feature Blue Grass Band ̀ R.F.D.'
There will be beer, soda, pretzels,
and potato chips. By the way,
the second showing of the movie
is free to juniors

PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE
Mr. Raymond Lund is giving a

course on 35 mm Photography in
the Path Building (1st floor
conference room - 110) at 6:30
p.m. on Wednesday nights for the
month of October. The fee is
$1.00 per class. For more info,
call X 3843.

BUCKMINSTER FULLER
Dr. R. Buckminster Fuller,

Architect, mathematician,
designer and philosopher, will
speak at the Milton S. Eisenhow-
er Symposium on Wednesday,
October 3 at 4 p.m. This year's
symposium is "Living with
Change" and Fuller will speak on
"The Nature of Change" in the

, auditorium of Shriver Hall.
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IN A TEN—SPEED.
September- October Specials

Corso Giro D' Italia $87.50

Kabuki 7100K $99.50

Atala Grand Prix $129.50

FREE ASSEMBLY & KICKSTAND

Complete Line of Parts & Accessories
Full service facility

DISPLAY ON TM AT UMBC
There is a display on

transcendental meditation in the
Library Lobby of UMBC through
Sept. 30. Books, pamphlets and
articles including a 33-panel
exhibit board offering scientific
research data are available for
investigation. For hours and
information regarding free
introductory lectures call
8 37-6114 or visit 827 North
Charles Street where free lectures
are held at noon and 8 p.m. every
Wednesday.

UMBC SLY CONCERT
UMBC Student Government

Association Special Events
Committee in cooperation with
the Black Student Union presents
a concert for the benefit of the
Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation
and the West Africa Relief Fund
starring Sly & the Family Stone,
with special guest stars Nazareth.
It will be held on Sunday, Oct. 7
at 8:00 p.m. in Gym 2 on the
campus at 5401 Wilkens Ave.
Tickets are $4.00 for UMBC
students, $6.00 for General
Admission. Tickets go on sale
Sept. 22. For locations and
further information call
455-2022 or 455-3100.

2438 St. Paul Street
•:.

Sunday Brunch 12-4

BLOODY MARY
STEAK & EGGS
TOAST P; COFFEE $ 2.75

•.•
:••
•..
•..

COLDEST MUG OF BEER•:.
Expert typist to do term papers, I C::
theses, etc. Reasonable rates, fast
service. Efficient and experienced. !::::
Call Barbara at 358-3396.

EARN TOP MONEY! • Part time
promoting student travel. Call or
write (include your telephone num-
ber): Vagabond Tours,242 East 80th
St. N.Y. 10021 (212)535-9 840.

SUBS
PIZZA PIES

MCAT
PREPARATION

• SMALL GROUPS
• 6 AND 12 SESSION COURSES
• VOLUMINOUS HOME STUDY MATERIAL
• MAKE-UP LESSONS INCLUDED

Register Now for Fall Exam
Classes in Bethesda & D.C.

Call 530-0211 530-8718 (after 6 P.M.)

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

SINCE 1938

30 Years of Experience
in Test Preparation
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Council sends new discipline code to Benton
1/11111Wit

By JAY S. GOODGOLD committee would be chosen in a certainly tried to work closely
By a vote of 11 to 1, the random manner. with the Student Council and

Student Council passed the "...the President (of the still will," commented Benton
Student Disciplinary Procedures University) or his designee can last night.
Measure at Tuesday's Student review the decision." Savitz pointed out that the
Council meeting. "There will be no decision proposal "does protect the
This new discipline code, until all appeals are made." student...that there are no 'do's'

which would replace the 'interim' In short, the new Disciplinary or 'don'ts' in affect...and that
code drawn up by George Benton code states that the Dean of they didn't want to get a strict
in 1 9 7 0 a f ter campus Students sees all matters first. code but rather a protective
demonstrations, will cover both Then, if the student is not procedure."
the undergraduate and the -satisfied with the Dean's verdict Previous disciplinary measures
graduate students of the he can appeal the decision to an proposed besides Ben ton's
Homewood campus. Ad Hoc Committee and then to include one by Bud Sheppard,

The new code contains the the President's office. the President of the Class of
following points: Before implementation of the .1973, written last Spring by a
"All student disciplinary plan. it has to be approved by Dr. committee Sheppard chaired.

matters in the Division of Arts George Benton, Vice President "Hopefully," Savitz said, "this
and Sciences will be brought to for the Homewood Divisions, new disciplinary measure will
the Dean of Students for Student Council President supersede the others...look how
appropriate action." Andrew W. Savitz felt that there simple this new one is."
"At any time the student may was "a good chance he'll buy it."

request the formation of an Ad Benton. who has previously

decision made by the Dean of Disciplinary proposals if they CODE dispenses facts on drugsHoc Committee to review the stated• that he would drop the

Students." failed to gain the Council's
"The composition of the (Ad approval. said "I am not prepared

Hoc) c om mitt ee will be to answer the question."
determined by a unanimous vote "I haven't had a chance to
of the Vice-Chairman of the look over the new proposals. I've
General Assembly, President of arranged to meet with Andy and
the Student Council. and the the Vice Chairman of the
Executive Assistant to the Disciplinary Committee to
Vice-President for Homewood discuss why they made changes
Affairs." The members of the in the original draft...I've

SC approves code;
awards 'A' status

By MARK DALZELL
Tuesday evening the Student

Council approved 11-1, a
Proposal establishing a standard
disciplinary procedure for
Hopkins' undergraduates.

In other action, the Council
awarded Class A status to the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers and also
heard a number of new

proposals.
Under the

procedures,
new discipline
a student in

disagreement with disciplinary
action taken against him by the
University would have recourse
to an ad hoc appeals committee
composed of members of the
Hopkins community. The
Proposal now goes to the
Homewood Advisory Council
Which will deliberate and make
its recommendations to Dr.
George S. Benton, Vice President
for the Homewood Divisions.
The ultimate decision rests with
him.

The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers was
awarded Class A status in an
unanimous decision by the
Student Council. The new rating
entitles the Institute to funding

by the Student Activities
Council.

Committee Appointees

Earlier in the evening the
newly appointed student
members of the Committee on
Undergraduate Studies, the
Homewood Advisory Council,
the Library Committee, and the
Committee on Public
Investments were introduced to
the Student Council. The move
represents the Council's desire to
maintain a close relationship with
the student representatives on
these committees.
The Student Council also

By STACY MONTH
The Committee on Drug

Education (CODE) was started at
Hopkins in 1969 to give students
straight facts about drugs.
The faculty felt there was a

need for factual information on
drugs after an on-campus
marijuana bust.
Scott Young, chairman of

CODE, was a Hopkins
undergraduate and is now at
Hopkins Medical School. This
past year he selected as
co-chairman Louis Curran, a

heard proposals made by Dan junior, who will be more
Raab,, President of the Junior accessible at Homewood.
Class, Jeremy August. and The main purpose of CODE,
Charlie Berhan. Raab urged the which is under the auspices of
formation of a Student Council the Office of the Chaplain, is to
standing committee to study have information available to
national student issues. August students. In the Milton S.
proposed the organization of a Eisenhower Library outside the
Hopkins' travel service which graduate reading room, CODE
would arrange charter flights for has shelves filled with articles
the student community, concerning drugs and drug laws.

Berhan suggested a cooperative The articles are mostly
effort between the Student stated, "CODE wants to provide

Council and the University's an u n biased source of

housing bureau to compile a list in formation." He further

of available student housing in commented that the articles

the Homewood area. contain facts. If any opinions are

Andy Savitz and George Benton

included they are quoted as being
such..
The idea of this service at the

library is not to convince
students to be for or against
drugs. but rather. Curran said,
"to clear up misunderstandings
about drugs."

Also in the library is an index
of all the reference books on
drugs contained there. CODE
offers a free xerox service for all
information because the material

IN

Garrett Room of the library.
This speaking program proved

successful last year with 35-50
people attending each one,
Curran reported. After the talks
there were question and answer
periods followed usually by
extemporaneous discussions and
debates. Curran said this is the
best part of the CODE program
and he urges more students to
come.

Widened Scope

can't be removed. CODE widened its scope in
As a new project CODE is 1970 with the formation of

thinking of having seminars to House Center, Inc. This program
discuss different drugs. These provides information and
would be open to any interested assistance, including a hot line, to
students. This is only in the the Baltimore community. The
planning stage now, new director is Sidney Pinkas;
Young has organized several and Young, Curran and Chaplain

speakers for this coming year. Chester Wickwire are on the
Because of his association with Board of Directors.
Hopkins Medical School many of
the speakers will be from the
Hopkins Hospital.
The next speaker will be Dr.

Joel Woodey, Associate Professor
at University of Maryland Law
School, giving a talk on current
drug laws. Woodey will talk
October 18 at 8:00 p.m. in the

No Tangible Evidence
Curran noted that it is not

easy to tell what CODE has
achieved because there's no
tangible evidence of its success.
He commented, "It's hard to tell
what we've accomplished. We
have to take everything on
faith."

Gas shortage may require oil heat
By JOE BUSCEMA

The shortage of natural gas in
the Baltimore area may
necessitate more extensive
burning of oil at the Whitehead
Hall power plant this winter than
in previous years, according to
William Campbell, Director of
Plant Operations and
Maintenance.
"Our prime fuel is natural gas

at the power plant, but our
boilers are equipped to burn
either gas or oil depending on the
supply," said Campbell. "We
operate on a system called
interruptable service; it is the
least expensive service rate
available," he continued.
"We .receive natural gas from

the Baltimore Gas and Electric
Co., however, when a big demand
for gas occurs we are among the
first to have service terminated."
added Campbell. "When gas
service is temporarily halted, our
systems switch to burning
sulfur-free oil," he said.

Such may be the case for up to
100 days per year in the near
future as the energy situation
worsens, according to Campbell.
This may present a problem for
the Hopkins power plant,
responsible for serving all campus
structures on the west side of
Charles Street. The plant depends
on oil tanks with only a 30,000
gallon capacity.
"If we are faced to bum oil

due to an interruption in service,
30,000 gallons of oil will sustain
our winter heating needs for just
over two days," said Campbell.
Inclement weather and bad road

conditions, could hamper
deliveries of oil through the
winter months and conceivably
threatened the plant's ability to
serve the campus, he added.
Campbell recommended an

increase in the capacity of
holding tanks for oil at the
Hopkins power plant in the event
of more frequent interrupted
service which is predicted by

natural gas the least expensive
system, to either electrical or
nuclear means of operating the
plant, mainly because of the cost
factors
Besides central heating

functions, the campus power
plant is also responsible for air
conditioning during summer
months and electrical
distribution throughout the year.

Baltimore Gas and Electric.
Seven years ago, the power

plant was converted from a
coal-burning unit to its present
form, primarily burning natural
gas and using oil as an emergency
backup fuel. Coal was abandoned
because of short supply and the
problems encountered with
pollution. Campbell discounted
the possibility of converting from

1
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New biology building site recommended
BIO. BLDG., from page 1
The report also points out that

some land has already been
cleared in the area of the
recommended site, thus reducing
the number of trees that would
have to be destroyed to provide
room for construction.
"In conclusion," the report

states, "Site Two is the better of
the...sites in all aspects except for
the difference in cost for
installing the mechanical-
electrical utility services."
According to the study, the cost
of utility installation on Site Two
would be from S10,000 to
S12,000 more than it would be
on the other site given serious
consideration.

The area between the Athletic
Center and Dunning Park labeled
as "Site One," was rejected
because of poor parking facilities

and limited accessibility by
motor vehicles.
The other sites considered

were:
—Site Three (shown on the

map on page one), north of the
Faculty Club, rejected because of
its remote location, and the loss
of open space construction there
would entail.

—Site Four, south of Garland
Hall. near parking lot P and the
playing field. The planning team
felt relinquishing any of this area
would be ill-advised from the
standpoint of projected need for
increased parking and playing
fields.

—Site Five, immediately west
of Garland Hall. rejected for the
same reasons Site Four was
eliminated.

—Site Six. in Wyman Park,
north of the site selected. This
site was once recommended for a

Hudson Vitamins

SOLD HERE
Greenwav Pharmacy

Charles t,-; 34th Streets
235-5830

FADS 'N' FANCIES
largest selection of pipes
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Open Mon & Fri til 8:30 pm

Tues — Sat til 5:30 pm
235-4444/Nearest Supplier to Hopkins/36th and Falls
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Biology building as well as for a
parking garage. This area was
rejected because of the very steep
nature of the terrain, which
would require expensive site
preparation.

—Site Seven, south of the
Botanical Garden. Although the
report stated that this site is on
favorable terrain for construction
and is easily accessible to other
academic buildings and parking
facilities, it was rejected because
the building would overshadow
the relatively small Nichols
House and Faculty Club, both
located nearby.

"Neither the Nichols House
nor the Faculty Club. both close

by the both pleasantly scaled
Georgian type structures would
benefit by their proximity to the
proposed five or six story
building, which would have
limited Georgian characteristics
at best," the study notes.
The report was presented to

the Buildings and Grounds
Committee of the Board of
Trustees at its meeting
September 20, but only as an
information item, and no action
was taken on it, according to
Campbell.

Although the Prentiss Browne
report did recommend in favor of
the Wyman Park site, no definite
plans for the building have been

Frats face opposition
FRATS., from page 1

back those houses and rent them
to respectable people, they would
get their money back in no
time," she added.

Another Hopkins fraternity,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, reported some
trouble at their last party on

Friday, September 21.
"I would rather not have the

thing publicized," said Chuck
LaBerge, President of the
fraternity. "We just had some
problems with some high school
people when we wouldn't allow
them into the party," he added.

visit

GIOVANNI'S RESTAURANT
633 N.DUNCAN STREET

HOPKINS HOSPITAL AREA

enjoy the finest food & drinks
Luncheon from $.95 Dinner from $2.25

Jumbo Cocktails from $.50
open 8 am to 7 pm

OPEN FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 4 to 24 persons

CLOSED SUNDAY only after 8 pin order in advance.

PHONE 675-9835-

FREE pizza served with cocktails -
2:30 pm to 5:30 pm

Office of the Chaplain

"The Sunday Experience"

"The Devil in Modern Consciousness
and Literature"

Dr. Garry Wills

Sunday, September 30, 1973

11:00 am

Clipper Room of Shriver Hall

•.•...•... ••

The Reel World

presents

"Kiddie Flix"
Saturday, September 29,1973

this week :The Magic Horse
& Red Balloon

ill:Clipper Room of Shriver Hall 1:30 pm
admission. .$.75

Office of the Chaplain

▪ • • .• ::::::

drawn up and University officials
have not yet decided how to
develop the portion of Wyman
Park that Hopkins owns. Assent
from the City Planning
Commission is needed before any
building can be built on the site,
Campbell said.

Although the projected $12 to
$15 million cost of the building
includes all site preparation and
construction costs, it does not
include the costs of expanding
the power plant's cooling
capacity to handle the additional
building.
"That building can't be built

unless the air cooler capacity is
expanded," Campbell asserted.
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•
fraternities

Beta and Gam, the perennial bad boys of the Hopkins
fraternity set, look like they're in trouble again. They've
never had an easy time of it in their location on
Canterbury road, an area populated mostly by elderly
people, but this year, the problem seems to be worse than
usual. Complaints of loud parties, rude students and
rampant vandalism have come up before, but never as
intensely and as bitterly as now.

Neighborhood residents appear ready to take action,
something they might have done long ago. For far too long,
fraternities have been throwing noisy parties, disturbing
their neighbors and disrupting the community of which
they are a part. While many students who are not members
of either house take neither very seriously and dismiss both
as "jock frats," the fact remains that both of these houses
are doing serious damage to the reputations of students in
general and themselves in particular. Since Hopkins has
little power over the situation, its major weapon being a
threat to withdraw recognition, only the fraternities
themselves — perhaps forced by a legal decision — can act
to improve the situation. Last year, Hopkins withdrew
University recognition after Gam threw a particularly
disruptive party, but that did not keep Gam members from
later receiving property thay knew, by their own admission,
to be stolen.

But the withdrawal of recognition is little more than a
formality anyway, since Hopkins does not own the houses
and has no right to tell students they cannot live in them.
The only solution, short of a bitter legal controversy, is for
members of these fraternities to realize that their neighbors
have their own lives to live, and may not wish to live them
the same way the brothers do.

nuclear power
The possibility of the campus power plant, Whitehead Hall,

converting its energy source from natural gas to nuclear fuel was
recently discounted by University officials as too expensive. It
seems, in making such a hasty decision, that the administration
has failed to recognize several other important considerations
involved in "going nuclear."

First of all, aside from the obvious comfort and security such
a conversion would offer D-Level throats, keeping them warm
and sleepy on those cold wintry nights just before finals, a
nuclear reactor at Hopkins would provide just the right
academic status boon so sorely needed to see the Hopkins
Hundreds campaign to a profitable ending. Should our
reasoning on this point escape you, consider how often one
hears Stanford, U.C.L.A., or M.I.T., powerhouses in
money-grubbing as well as nuclear research, complain of empty
pockets.

In addition to the financial rewards of gaining nuclear status,
101 _ • *VC \ 1\Ae.rcxcivkak" ee.c,xe " 
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Robert J. Fitzpatrick 

The education o
By BILL ABBOTT

This summer the 19 members of
the Baltimore City Council passed
by one vote a controversial
resolution supporting the
construction of a new sports
complex in the predominantly
white city neighborhood of
Waverly. Strong protests from
constituent groups in the Second
Councilmanic District (which
includes Waverly) and the general
opposition from Council liberals
placed heavy pressure on all three
Second District Councilmen
(Robert Fitzpatrick, Robert
Douglas and Clarance "Du" Burns)
to oppose the measure. Fitzpatrick
cast the deciding "aye."
What was unusual about

Fitzpatrick's decision to split with
his discontented constituents and
the other liberal Councilmen
opposing the measure was the
apparent influence of Mayor
William Donald Schaefer. At the
Mayor's request, Fitzpatrick visited
the Mayor's Office on the
afternoon of the vote.
"He used what I thought was a

persuasive arguement," said
Fitzpatrick. Schaefer's pitch was
this: "If the Council voted against
the resolution, the whole thing was
dead right there; if we voted for it,
it was only a resolution, not a
legislative mandate, and it would
be throughly heard in Annapolis
and could be voted up or down at
that time."

For Fitzpatrick, who usually
opposes the Schaefer
Administration on most
controversial issues and hardly ever
ignores strong constituency
appeals, the sports complex vote
was a marked departure from what
he likes to call his "knee jerked
liberalism."
"Since coming on the council,

I've received an incredible
education. If I had to describe
myself four years ago, I would
have said I was a knee-jerked
liberal...if there was a war, I
opposed it, if there was peace I
celebrated it, and I was on the
proper side in political
campaigns--the losing ones--from
Gene McCarthy to Joe Tydings."
"Today, I'm not a cavalier

1.1UCLUI. 1 VC ieaueu to UV:A....Utile

a councilman

POLITICIANS UNITE-Robert J. Fitzpatrick and Student Council head Andrew Savitz.

was elected in 1971 as a member
of a black and white coalition
ticket in the second district) I've
learned an incredible amount
about the so-called white working
class communities, like Waverly,
Hampden, Remington, and
Woodbury. And I learned more
than just facts. I've developed an
extremely high respect for the
people in those communities for
what they've done to preserve, to
build, to keep together a
community in spite of some very
strong odds.
"These communities are rich

enough so that they didn't qualify
for any of the federal
programs--be it rat eradication,
housing code enforcement, urban
renewal ---but not wealthy enough
10 UV eVUL y tLIUL Ull Lllell lJVV1L.

community, and to facing up to
some of the specific and general
problems that community has.
Blacks form 70 percent of my
district, and if I didn't represent
them as well, I wouldn't be doing
the job."
Not so ironically, Fitzpatrick's

attitude toward the Mayor has
shifted to admiration and respect
too. On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being
strong disapproval and 10 being
strong approval, Fitzpatrick said he
would give the Mayor a 10 for his
overall performance in office to
date.
"The Mayor may be less fun,

stylish, or charismatic than a John
Lindsay or a Tommy D'Alesandro.
There are a number of decisions of
his I would fault, and a number of
things I think are lacking.

to respond. He knows how to get it
by the heart and squeeze until it
does respond."
For example, Fitzpatrick

observed, the Department of
Transit and Traffic ("the most
notoriously unresponsive of the
city's departments") recently
refused to put up a stop sign in
Bolton Hill where two children
have recently been hit by cars.
DT&T claimed the corner "does
not qualify statistically for a
sufficient volume of traffic to
warrant a traffic control device,"
notwithstanding the fact that one
victim's father had already
complained about the situation
before the injuries occurred, as had
Fitzpatrick himself.

The Mayor Understood

the Council currently possesses.
Since the present Council was
seated, the eighteeen Councilmen
now have six secretaries rather
than three to assist them in both
legislative and constituency service
affairs. Effective Council
leadership is hampered, in
Fitzpatrick's opinion, by:the fact
that the Council President serves as
Chairman of the all-owerful Board
of Estimates.
Of all issues confronting the city

today, says Fitzpatrick, the most
critical that deserves recognition is
that "Baltimore cannot and never
will be able to solve its fiscal
problems from within." Regardless
of however "pernicious the
property tax is," the state and
federal governments are sine qua
11,-/Lla
cvno the ls.”-inch+ Av-st4

position of being able to attract the same calibre of "drawing
card" professors in the sciences as it has in the humanities
departments, but without the considerable expense.
Those likely to produce the most impressive benefits through

such a conversion, scientists at the Applied Physics Laboratory
in Howard County, should, also be considered in this, a decision
of nuclear proportions. For the same technology which enabled
APL to devise its miniature pacemaker this summer, could
conceivably give rise to all sorts of new devices, such as
atomic-powered Buicks for the University Vice Presidents, or
maybe even a dependable hot-water system for the Homewood
Apartments.

letters
to the editor

One appreciation
To the Editor:

In case that you are bored with
letters about the merger with
Goucher. I am writing one that is
very different. It is simply an open
letter of thanks to a Hopkins
senior, Ray Burke. I am writing it
on behalf of quite a few people in
the Baltimore area. It is for the
victims of last year's flood for
whom he found temporary shelter
and whose homes he helped
restore. It is for the elderly people
who because of his efforts, were
able to celebrate Christmas and
Hanukah with suitable holiday
meals. It is for the gifted children
of one school and the retarded
children in another to whom he
gave his time. It is for the sick and
aged who bene fitted from the food

... and
To the Editor:

This is to thank you for the
excellent article which appeared in
your publication recently
concerning the Mayor's Advisory
Committee on Municipal Problems
and Solutions, of which I am
chairman.
Hopefully, the article will

inspire Hopkins students to
volunteer their ideas, talents, and
labor to the committee to make
Baltimore a better city for
everyone.

I especially want to commend
your reporter, Ronald S. Solow,
for the outstanding telephone
inierview he conduct,!d with me.
Every quote was correct, every

drive he organized and carried out
himself. It is for all of those people
who have been touched by his
genuine kindness, and comforted
by his sense of humor.

Most of all I am writing this
because of Mr. Burke's habit of
conveniently disappearing
whenever anyone suggests that he
should be thanked or repaid for
his work. It is a chance to publicly
expose him, and to make Hopkins
aware of how well they have been
represented in the local
communities.
So this is a letter of thanks, not

for a compulsive do-gooder, but
for a personable and mature
person, capable of giving of
himself.

Mrs. Janet Prince

another
nuance of background in formation
was accurately reported. As a
professional reporter and editor
myself, I know full well how hard
it is to get a good telephone
interview. His speed in getting it
was fantastic! In this time when
the press across the board seems in
such ill repute with the reading
public, more reporters like Mr.
Solow and more papers like the
News Letter are a definite
necessity.
My only complaint is, as a

non-JHU alumnus, that I don't see
enough copies of the paper. Can I
subscribe?

IF • •

positions simply because it may be
the popular and liberal thing to
do.. .One of the great temptations
of liberals is to identify and speak
out on every problem from Hunger
in Biafra to problems in Asia, war,
to be on the instant side of God
and Justice on every issue.
"I've become much less

concerned about being on the
instant side of God and Justice and
much more concerned with solving
some of the practical, less
glamorous day-to-day problems
that do determine the quality of
life for people in a community."
Of all 19 members of the City

Council, three from each of six
districts plus Council President
Wally Orlinsky, Fitzpatrick may
well be perceived as the most
liberal by traditional definition of
the label. Along with Council
woman Barbara Mikulski, now
chairperson of the Democratic
National Committee's Commission
on Delegate Selection, Fitzpatrick
sees himself as one Council
member most willing to take
political risks, to vote on an
unpopular issue, to take the heat."
But being liberal no longer

carries the sense of urgency it did
to Fitzpatrick when he pressed for
civil rights legislation in the South,
when he spent "almost all" of his
time upon returning to Baltimore
"dealing with problems and issues
that affected the black
community."

"Since being on the Council (he

• •

housing problems—they're
constantly caught in a bind."
One of the touchiest issues

among "liberals" and
"conservatives" in any city is the
police force. "Most liberals have
been terribly critical--particularly
in the late sixties---of police
departments," Fizpatrick asserted.
"I spent some time riding in

patrol cars. walking beats with
policemen, and did the same thing
with firemen. Coming to know
them, not just on the PolicP
Commissioner's level or even the
police captain's level but also the
seargents and patrolmen in a
district, I began to discover some
of the immense pressures and
problems they're faced with."
"I saw a man who's best friend

had just been shot and killed, who
had not fired first although the
opportunity to do so was there. He
didn't want to take the guy's life,
and I was probably in a better
position to understand some of the
self-protective devices that a
policeman will throw up---the
so-called John Wayne syndrome
that the Sunpapers refer to. Many
of these policemen both work and
live in communities like Waverly.
and one of the things I've learned
by this e verience is an admiration
and respect for this kind of
community which for too long has
gotten the complete short end."
"That doesn't mean any kind of

backtracking in terms of the
coinmittment to the black

that expressways, and sports
complexs are more important than
they really are. I think he
sometimes lacks imagination in
visualizing solutions to some of the
city's problems. Baltimore will be
the last city in the United States to
build an expressway through the
city.
"At the same time, however,

what the Mayor has done better
than anybody I've ever met in any
bureaucracy is understand how
bureaucracies work and get them

irrelevant, that it was not a
problem of just moving cars, but a
problem of community."

Noting that the incident itself
was minor, Fitzpatrick asserted
that it was indicative of the
mayor's "total committment and
devotion to the city."

Fitzpatrick is critical of the lack
of professional staff at the disposal
of the Council, and believes that
constituency service includes a
much broader scope of legislative
ingenuity, skill, ana power than

White house.
James Q. Wilson has written that

"Most people are aware that
machines have fallen on parlous
times---but they're not sure that
what's left is much better." Call it
an "education," political
opportunism, a departure from the
Camelot, or what you will. But
Councilman Fitzpatrick is also
beginning to believe that the
"knee-jerked" liberal is no longer a
viable alternative to the urban
political machine.

Correspondents' notes
A recent early-morning visit to

quaint Washington College, an
800-student coeducational
institution in even quainter
Chestertown, across the bay,
persuaded me that this University's
imperialistic policies are seriously
misdirected at present. Rather than
waiting for Towson-based Goucher
to go broke, and hoping to take
the 330-acre campus for a song.
Hopkins administrators should
make an immediate 'cash plus
players to be named later' offer to
t lie I 91-year-old Eastern Shore
franchise.

In addition to several neW
dormitory facilities8 build in the
modern mausoleum style,
Washington College boasts a new
library, plenty of grass. and a
swinging wooden sign, white with
black Colonial lettering:

Washington College
founded 1782
Liberal Arts
& Sciences

b. h. cohen

On Tuesday evening Anthony
Newman gave a concert,
"Shakespeare and The Performing
Arts," at the Kennedy Center in
Washington. The concert consisted
of three works by William Byrd
played on the' harpsichord or the
positive organ, and four well
known organ pieces by J.S. Bach
played on the Filine Pipe Organ.
The works by William Byrd were
performed with great sensitivity
and grace and richly deserved the
ovation which they received.
The Bach organ works

alternated with the Byrd in the
programe and were interesting but
had one unfortunate similarity,

tempo. Mr. Newman managed to zip
through the organ pieces even
faster than Virgil Fox, the previous
record holder The pieces were
performed with such speed that
the intricate moving parts were lost
in a general sea of mud. Also, Mr.
Newman, like racing drivers,
slowed considerably while going
through difficult sections of the
course. A comment overheard in
the audience sums up the
performance of the organ portion
of the concert as "manipulative
dexterity without good taste."

Ii. harrison heath iii

(With this issue. the News-Letter
begins a regular feature. brief
cohrnms of 150 to 500 words on
various topics of interest, to appear
approximately fifteen times each
semester. Contributions are
welconze.-
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"DUSTIN HOFFMAN'S
FINEST PERFORMANCE
SINCE 'MIDNIGHT COWBOY'!"

—THE NATIONAL OBSERVER

"A BRILLIANT FEAT
OF MOVIE-
MAKING!"

—TIME MAGAZINE

"It flawlessly
expresses the
belief that
manhood requires
rites of violence"

- NEWSWEEK

ABC PICTURES CORP. ts

MAN
in SAM PECKINPAWS

"STRAW DOGS"
A DANIEL MELNICK Production

Stamng

SUSAN GEORGEas Amy Music by JERRY FIELDING

Screenplay by DAVID ZELAG GOODMAN and SAM PECKINPAH

Produced by DANIEL MELNICK Directed by SAM PECK1NPAH
Op A SUBSIDIARY OF 1FIE M4 KAN EflOACCAS T FIG COMPANIES NC 'COLOR I DISTRIBUTED BY ONE RAMA RELEASING

So.. N..* SO...Dogs ofosssOos socO arrortw

.orrros,040 Ow, roostre.s o,o, • iro,nor• ,ordrr.,41
borrow, oil prolorrorroc••

Sat. Sept 29 Shriver
Fri. Sept 28

SSESTAICTIO

U.. It • V.V.,. •C CO.,Ofq
Pomo, or AO, Corardan

€13) $1.00
730 & 9 30 pm

BOY, HAVE WE GOT A

VACATION FOR YOU...

Where nothing can possibly go Wore
VOL BRYNNER RICHARD BENJAMIN 9

JAMES BROLIN
Written and Directed by Produced by METROCOLOR
MICHAEL CRICHTON PAUL N. LAZARUS III PANAvisiONt MGM

PG PARENTAL GUMMI SUGGESTED ‹Itr.

SECURITY MALL I
Beltwoy Exit 17

265-6911

TIMONIUM CINEMA II
York Rd Opp Fair Grounds

252-2202

CAMPUS HILLS CINEMA 2
. RI 22 • Compus Hills Shp Ctr

879 9292

REISTERSTOWN PLAZA
Reisterstown Flom Shp Cu

358-6565

PERRING PLAZA CINEMA II
leltvecry but 30

668-3111

ii Glen Burnie 
CARLIN DR-IN

-Rtche Hoy., Pork Circle

766-6944 542-9500

GOV. RITCHIE DR-IN

STRAND
Dundalk
284-0940

WIN A WEEK IN DISNEYWORLD!!
ENTER THE "WESTWORLD" VACATION CONTEST
7 DAYS-6 NIGHTS FOR THE FAMILY (4 Persons)
FLY via NATIONAL AIRLINES . . . STAY AT THE
CAROLANDO HOTEL. . . FREE AVIS RENT-A-CAR!

LISTEN TO WCAO RADIO 60 for DETAILS!

"The Best Comedy of All Time"
International Film Critics' Poll

1E11=11.AM-A CEL,EL:ES

TIM DOLE RUE

with special musical score and narration
by Charles Chaplin

and
For the first time in 50 years

PAY DAY
with Charlie and Sydney Chaplin

Sunday, September 30 730 pm
Shriver Hall & 9 30 pm

$1.25 with JHU ID $1.50 without
an rbc films presentation

A knockout of a movie

I urge it strongly
on everyone
The film can hardly be more timely. An

intelligent and highly provocative movie.
Mit T v

from Cinema 5
....L. TOWER. .

Exclusive. .,....ri, 2 Charles Center 539-3434 
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GUS to hear pass/fail proposals
By KATE HUNT

Proposals for unlimited
pass/fail credit, new course drop
dates involving the option of
receiving a "withdraw" for
dropping a course after the final
exam, and the latest Academic
Council notes will be discussed at
the. first meeting of the
Committee on Undergraduate
Studies on October 4. according
to one member of the
committee.
The pass/fail issue faces its

biannual revision established in
the original provisions for the
Option. Based on research
concerning past records of
performance, graduate and
professional school admissions
Specifications and studies
conducted at other universities
on unlimited pass/fail programs.
the committee will decide
Whether to recommend abolition,
maintenance or expansion of the
Present system at Hopkins.

According to an undergraduate
member of the committee, the
introduction of a new grading
proposal still in its formative
stage, might eliminate the need
for a pass/fail option. Under this

plan,- students would receive no
grade lower than C. no credit for
corses graded below C and no
record of failure in a given
course.
"It depends which issue comes

first before the committee for
consideration," stated Shep
Hoffman, a senior who will be
sitting in on meetings for his
second year. "I suspect that the
pass/fail system will be
maintained in its present form."

Academic Council proposals

from the latest report involve the
possibility of allowing members
of the CUS attend 'meetings of

the AC to discuss issues pertinent

to the committee.
Dan Honk. sophomore

representative on the CUS.
commented that he -would like
to see what can be done about
getting the AC to hold hearings
on topics which affect the
students. "As it stands now,
there is no representation on the
AC from the students," he noted.
"The only student input comes
from the CUS rep, so we're
willing to take ideas from
anybody."

Other topics for discussion in

2
IPRIVATE
PARTY
ROOMS

NOW OPEN!
PEhING GARDEN

otOseseAdeopoommimm,,,%%,

ArRESTAURANTli
AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

Choose from these 3 taste tempting styles . .

• PEKING • SZE CHUAN
(AVAILABLE ONLY IN THIS AREA)

• CANTONESE •
HOURS: 1 1 A.M 1 1 A.M. to 1 1 P.M. WEEKDAYS

4 P.M. to 12 MIDNIGHT WEEKENDS
LUNCH SPECIALS: $1.45 UP 11 to 2 P.M.

2410 E. JOPPA RD.
Beltway Exit 30

Mile East Of Perring Plaza
For Reservations & Crr Out

Call . . .
661-2411

A 4 
ftk

:AVAAP4 •
p

441P411A .4 A sp. 16.00,1.4;t: iiftp
A 0

1Writict
4 TIP V.

10% OFF

WITH

THIS AD ! !

the coming year include the
reinstatement of part-time status
for seniors and expansion of
curricula in areas outside of the
natural sciences.
Junior representative Tom

Nathan commented on the lack
of courses offered for science
majors to take outside their field.
"I would like to see an increase
in the selections offered in the
areas like English. Humanities
and History which have been cut
down in the last few years," said
Nathan, noting that these
departments still do not offer all

ivy monkee

gad up

the courses they advertise in the
catalogue.
On the issue of course changes,

Holik hopes that the add/drop
slip will be used with greater skill
among undergraduates, especially
freshmen. Espousing a program
at Harvard which enables
students to attend classes for a
week before registering, he noted
the benefit of such an
experimental period to freshmen.
"A lot of upperclassmen know'
how to use add/drop slips, but a
lot of freshmen get trapped in a
bad choice." he said.

Dean Suskind

rfom

7131"

kfajAi3
OLtaD
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UMBC Special Events Committee
presents

SLY & FAMILY STONE,
ALSO FEATURING NAZARETH

SUNDAY OCTOBER 7, 1973 UMBC Gymnasium 2

8pm 5501 Wilkens Avenue
Information 455-3100 west on beltway — exit 12

TICKETS — General Admission $6.00
Benefit for Sickle Cell Anemia Fund

& West Africa Relief Fund

•

•
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Gridmen travel to F&M for second
I 4

The Johns Hopkins football
team travels to Lancaster.
Pennsylvania tomorrow for the
twenty-seventh renewal of the
series with Franklin & Marshall.
the defending Middle Atlantic
Conference division champions.
WJHU will broadcast the game
live with the kickoff scheduled
for 1:30 p.m.
The Diplomats own a thirteen

game winning streak extending
over three seasons and hold a
14-9 advantage in the Hopkins
series which has seen three ties.

Twenty-one lettermen give the
Diplomats a distinct experience
advantage over the Bluejays.

although several starters on the
host team have been shifted to
new positions over the summer.
F&M will be going with

sophomore quarterback Ron
Lindberg. who has the job of
replacing All-MAC standout Bob
Olender. Sophomore letterman
Mike Burio returns to his
fullback position for the
Diplomats, where he was most
dangerous as an inside runner last
year.
When F&M goes to the air.

Lindberg's passing targets have
been junior Glen Jorgenson. a
deep threat, and wingback Ray
Bain. This pair should test the

Thinclads get boost
for Saturday start

The pre-season buildup of the
cross-country team got a boost
on Tuesday in its preparation for
Saturday's season opener against
Loyola. The team time-trial
showed several areas of distin—.
improvement, indicating good
progress for the Bluejay harriers.

Finishing first, as expected.
was Junior Jeff Greve. Leading
right from the start. Jeff won the
race easily by over a minute. He
seems to be in'rnid-season form,
and ready for that really strong
season.

The rest of the top five had
strong individual efforts.
Freshman Jim Kennedy. finishing
second, had a time three minutes
better than the best freshman
time-trial last year, and coming
off an injury, is a sure bet to
improve that time. Finishing
third was junior John Tetzlaff,
who bettered his previous best
for the course by over a minute.

Having an off-day, junior Jon
Higdon took fourth. But he still
bettered last year's time-trial, and
figures to be among the top three

runners when it counts.
Freshman Randy Safier finished
fifth with a time better than last
year's best . freshman time-trial.
despite a heavy chest cold. Senior
Austin Doyle ran. but was
hindered by a severe cold that
caused him to miss the previous
week's training. Also running
well for first time was freshman
Bill Martin.

9

A question mark still not
resolved is the ability of
Sophomore Bob Warren. who did
not run. He has consistently run
with the leaders in practice, and
could be a major factor in
lowering the four minute spread
between the top five runners.
Veterans Bill Schickler and
Charly Mick did not run, but the
team will count on them for that
strong effort once the season
starts.

If the team gets the strong
individual performances from
each runner in the critical meets,
look for this year's cross-country
team to be better than last year.

Blue Jay defensive backfield that
has been the strong feature of the
season so far.

Defensively, the Diplomats
have traditionally been ranked
among the best in the league.
They lost their strong linebacking
unit to graduation, but have
shifted some offensive lettermen
to these key positions. However,
the F&M defenders have always
been a well-trained., aggressive
squad.

The problem-plagued Bluejays
have been working hard during
the week in preparation for the
encounter. "Whenever problems
arise we have to find solutions."
said Coach Dennis Cox.

In his efforts to find solutions,
Coach Cox will be making two
changes that should improve the
team. With a light backfield, the
team was unable to get the
blocking needed from the
fullback. Coach Cox has moved

Pass reciever and kick return specialist Billy Nolan
co-captain Gunter Glocker to
fullback to call on his size and
hitting ability. This should give
the running and passing games
more protection.

In another move Cox has
decided to flip-flop the line, so
that one tackle will always have
the strong side of the formation,
while the other will mart the
weak side. The coach explained
this move by saying that it will

cut down the number of
assignments his linemen will have
to learn and should present them
with similar defensive faces more
often.
"We have a young team and

we're going to get better," coach
Cox stated. Although it would be
foolish to expect miracles
tomorrow, the Bluejays will
"fight fire with fire," he
concluded.

NEWSIOTER

sports
Orioles get set for Series

By SCOTT STARKS
As Indian Summer comes to a

close in Baltimore, soon to be
followed by the monsoon season,
the Orioles, this city's only
winning professional sports team,
gear up for the post-season
playoffs and World Series. The
Octoberfest of baseball, played
before shivering crowds in
look-alike stadiums, comes as a
fitting close to one of the most
bizarre seasons in recent history.

After an on-again, off-again

strike during spring training that
seriously eroded fan support for
the fat-cat players, the campaign
got underway with a topsy-turvy
look. League leaders included
Philadelphia, Montreal,
Milwaukee and the White Sox,
while Baltimore fumbled around
in fifth place and St. Louis
played at an astonishing .200
clip. Fergie Jenkins proved he
was more than a 20-win machine
by winning very few, demanding
to be traded, and hurling bats to
overcome his vexations. Steve
Blass and Steve Carlton learned
once again what it's like to be
booed, while the fans took such
upstarts as Paul Splitorff, Ron
Bryant and Jim Colborn to heart.
Players like Dave May, John
Mayberry and Dave Johnson, on
the verge of stardom for years,
broke loose to establish
themselves while Jimmy Wynn,
Boog Powell and Jim Hickman
fell apart.

In September, however, all the
frivolity of the summer vanished
as the teams actually fought it
out for superiority. At this
writing, five clubs, all deserving
for a variety of reasons, remain in
contention for the four spots.
Three have already clinched: In
the AL East, the Orioles; in the
AL West, the Oakland A's, and in
the NL West, the Oncinnati Reds.

Earl Weaver's concession to
the youth movement this season
may well have initiated another
string of pennants for Baltimore.
Benching Mery Rettenmund and
Paul Blair was not a popular
move with the veteran-domin-
ated squad, but replacements Al
Bumbry and Rich Coggins have
revived a lagging Bird attack,
providing all the support their
excellent pitching staff needs.
The Orioles display an altogether
different approach to the game
than in the past, relying on hits
and stolen bases rather than the

long ball, but one can't quarrel
with the results.
Baltimore's opponent, the

Oakland A's, have quietly
trounced all opposition again this
year while capturing their third
straight flag. In the past, the
World Champions have been seen
promoting everything from snow
tires to shave creams, and
although Gillette may not be
willing to showcase mustaches,
the remaining products have
shyed away as well. To bring
everyone up to date, the A's are
tremendous once again. Three
20-game winners, Vida Blue, Ken
Holtzman and Catfish Hunter,
along with charismatic reliever
Rollie Fingers, team up with
sluggers Reggie Jackson, Sal
Bando, Gene Tenace, and
All-Star shortstop Bert
Campaneris to produce an
odds-on choice
The A's opponent will likely

come from Cincinnati, as the
Reds will try to avenge last year's
seven game Series loss. Faced
with countless troubles early in
the year, the Reds reached into a
star-studded farm system and put
together a lineup that won going
away.
The NL East may go down to

the final day, with the Mets and
Pirates emerging as the last two
warriors. The Pirates, with no
pitching outside their bullpen to
speak of, must rely on the
blazing bats of Willie S t a rgell, Al
Oliver and Manny Sanguillen to
stay alive. In a best-three-of-five
series, such teams rarely win. The
Mets, on the other hand, present
a trio of pitchers in Tom Seaver,
Jon Matlack and Jerry Koosman
that can beat almost anyone,
providing they can get some bat
support. The Mets are the only
club in the National League
without a hitter over .300, but
this drawback can be minimized
in a short series.
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First defeat 

Greyhounds shut out Bluejay booters 3-0
The Greyhounds of Loyola

came down to Johns Hopkins
Wednesday afternoon to take on
the Bluejays in a non-league
soccer contest. Loyola, ranked
third in the college division of
the NCAA, handed Hopkins a 3-0
shutout defeat in an exhausting,
quick-paced game. The Blue Jays
were coming off a 6-0 league
victory against Haverford
College.
Unlike last week's torrid

offensive drive against Have rford,
which saw the Hopkins' booters
put 35 shots on goal, the
Bluejays were stifled on offense
and managed only 10 goal-bound
shots. A hard pressing Loyola
attack combined accurate passing
and ball control to force Hopkins
into a defensive game most of the
afternoon.
Loyola opened the scoring

quickly, putting a tally on the
board within the first 15 seconds.
Loyola, taking the opening
kick-off moved the ball upfield
where Mel Majchrzak took
control. Majchrzak then passed
quickly to wing man Jack
Quaranta. As Quaranta moved in
on the goal from the right side.
Hopkins' goalie Keith Naumheim
came out in an attempt to cut,
off Quaranta's angle. But
Quaranta tipped the ball off his
chest, cut to Naumheim's inside

and booted a weak shot into the
net.

With the score 1-0, Loyola
continued to pressure the
Hopkins' defensive unit. Nearly
all the first half action occurred
in the Bluejay's territory. With
this on going Loyola drive,
Hopkins made sparkling
defensive plays. Goalie

Naumheim and defensive back
Joe Rutkowski thwarted a
scoring attack by Loyola lineman
Les Chelminiak as they both
came out to cut off Chelminiak,
who was moving for the goal
mouth, and kicked the ball safely
out of bounds.

In the last three minutes of the
first half, Hopkins turned the
tables somewhat and began
moving on Loyola's goal. Phil
Hieter missed an excellent
scoring opportunity when the
Loyola goalie was out of position
as he kicked an off target shot
wide of the net.
At halftime, with the score

1-0, Coach Robert Oliver noted
some Hopkins weaknesses. The
Bluejays defensemen would
crowd around the ball instead of
moving into position up-field .
Coach Oliver wanted his line to
stay up-field in position to
mount a quick offense and move
the ball forward.
The second half began as had

the first. Loyola's line man Ian
Reid took a pass in Hopkins
territory and dribbled through
the Bluejay defensive backs and
booted in an unassisted goal at
4:15

Hopkins mounted more of an
offensive drive in the second half.
Roberto Arguero, Hopkins'
leading scorer last year, barely
missed the goal on a quick
Hopkins break. The Bluejays

. missed many scoring
opportunities due to the failure
of not moving the ball quick
enough downfield. Play killing
offsides and a hands call busted
the Hopkins' offensive threats.

Second Half
Loyola pressed Hopkins in the

second half but the defense was
only to allow another unassisted
score by right winger Les
Chelminiak to close the scoring
at 3-0. Defensive back Lou
Podrazik for the Bluejays was
instrumental in .stopping a
possible fourth goal by Loyola
when he made a sliding tackle to
knock the ball away from a
breaking Mel Majchrzak..
The Bluejays will regroup and

prepare for tomorrow's
Mason-Dixon Conference game
against Towson State. Hopkins
would like to get back on the
winning track before they face
Towson's tough squad.

Superstar game slated tonight
The finest lacrosse talents

currently playing the stick sport
will meet on Homewood Field
tonight at 8:00 in the First
Annual Super Star Lacrosse
Game.

Tonight's exhibition contest
will pit the All Stars of the Club
Leagues with the leading names
of the College circuit The
Col ege roster reads like the
1973 All-American team, with
Jack Thomas of Hopkins and Ed
Haugevik of Rutgers the only
first team designees not playing
for-the School Stars.
"This is decidedly the

strongest team possible," said
College Super Squad Coach Joe
Cowan, considering the number
of outstanding players under his
wing.
The only drawback that the

team must face is the fact that
they will have practiced together
only once as a team before the
faceoff. This will be particularly
harmful to the defense, which
needs to work as a unit
proficiently.
"I expect a real high scoring

exciting game," added Coach
Cowan with this in mind. To ease
his problems, he has - Les
Matthews in goal, and six top
rate defensemen to choose from
HOwever, he will have to comc
up with a unit that fits pat.

Rick Kowalchuk, Frank Urso,
Doug Schreiber and Phil Marino
top the list of midfielders Dowan
can depend on. All were first
team All-Americans last year, and

they are backed up by a dozen
other standouts.
The college attack should also

do well, being led by Tom
Duquette and Pat O'Meally, with
Franz Wittelsberger of Hopkins a
late addition to the squad.
The Club stars should have the

edge in the contest, though, as
they sport more experience and
extra practice sessions. Arlyn
Marshall, a Hopkins All-American

middie in 1956, will direct the
graduates, who represent the
cream of the past decade.
The game should be a classic

introduction to lacrosse for
neophyte fans of the sport.
Tickets will be available in the
Athletic office for $2 today and
will cost $3 at the gate. Funds
will offset the cost of the U.S.
National team's trip to Australia
next summer.

Six rifle matches slated

By RUSS VANE
Kneeling rolls, butt hooks,

padded jackets, telescopes and
gloves that resemble those of a
falconer, these items are all part
of the equipment of the JHU
Rifle Team. Most important are
the excellent match-grade
small-bore rifles with which the
members compete.

Matches are scheduled with all
six Colleges of the Western
Division of the Tri-State Rifle
League during this semester. The
first one is away at Western
Maryland on Oct. 26.

Participation in the team is at
a record high with two lettermen
returning, five more of last year's
team members, and fourteen new
shooters, mostly freshmen. While
only 5 scores may be summed for
the team's match score, ten rifle
persons are allowed to shoot per
meet. The added depth acquired
this year enables coach Robinson

to maintain a keen competitional
system within the team to keep
fielding the best ten. Women
have full-fledged Varsity Status
within the squad and may earn a
varsity letter. Sue Terranova,
team manager and a shooter last
year, is a possible recipient for
the award this year.
Notable performances have

been turned in during practice by
Ray Brown (captain), Dave Sill
(co-captain), and freshman
Sukon Kanchanaraska.

Roberto Arguer° misses with head but lands nice elbow in return

Women's tennis
slates six matches
The Johns Hopkins Women's

Tennis Team has begun
practicing for its second season
and a projected schedule of six
intercollegiate matches. Among
the schools the Ladyjays will be
playing are Goucher, Loyola, and
N o t re Dame.

Returning sophomores include
Cathy Cramer, Sandy Ciciora,
Linda Piotrowski, Gwenn
Pavlovitz, and Linea Chi. In
addition, a number of freshman
women have indicated a strong
interest in participating in this
newest of Hopkins'
intercollegiate sports.

Coach Joyce McGonnigal is
expecting a vast improvement
over last year's 1-2 season record.
With some fine sophomore talent
leading the team and good depth
from the freshmen, the women
should prove a strong challenge
to their older and more
established opponent teamsMithi
the aid of McGonnigal, a group
of interested coeds formed a club
which competed on an informal
basis with several local colleges
last year. With only a few
practices behind them, they took
on Goucher and suffered a hard
loss. Next on their agenda was
Notre Dame, and the Bluejay
women won resoundingly. The

final match of the season pitted
Hopkins against Loyola, resulting
in another close loss for the Jays.
"Last year we were

inexperienced, as none of us had
played intercollegiately before,
commented returning singles
starter Cramer. "Now we know
what it takes and we'll be ready
for the competition."
Through the efforts of Coach

McGonnigal, the women's team
has been apportioned funds to
cover transportation and other
costs this year, a first for the
traditionally all-male athletic
program.
"The University is behind us,

and they want their girls to make
a good impression," noted
McGonnigal.

"It's really a good start and
hopefully will lead to more
intercollegiate athletics for
Hopkins' women,— added
Ciciora.
While regular practice will

commence in the spring, the
team is currently working out on
Tuesday afternoons from three
to six. Any undergraduate
women interested in being part
of the team are urged to contact
Joyce McGonnigal at the Athletic
Center or to come to the next
Tuesday prz..:tice.

sports briefs
Basketball

All candidates for the Hopkins
basketball team will meet
Monday night at 7:00 p.m. in the
classroom at the Athletic .Center.
Anyone interested in trying cm

for the squad should plan to
attend.

Swimming
Spaces are still available in the

swimming instruction classes
being offered by the Swimming

-Stall and team. Insttuction will
he offe.red at all levels of
competence fo dependents 01
University personnel beginning
this Saturday. For information
call Frank Comfort •
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Financing uncertain 

Hopkins outlines new hospital expansion
By B.H. COHEN

Financing has not yet been arranged
for the $38-million development program
slated to begin next year at the Hopkins
Hospital, W. Thomas Barnes,
Secretary-Treasurer of the Hospital
remarked.
The first phase of the $120-million

Hospital program, part of the joint
University-Hospital Hopkins Hundreds
campaign, will include construction of an
eight-story, 180-bed patient care building.
and a sixty-bed cancer center.
"We really don't have any financing

plan arranged yet," Barnes said in an
interview last night.
"The only financing we know we have

is a $6.5-million federal grant for
oncology (cancer research). and a
$2-million grant from the state, for the
same center." he explained.

W. Thomas Barnes

In addition, parking facilities will be
expanded, and several structures,
including the Harriet Lane building and
the old Main Residence Building, will be
torn down.

Groundbreaking for the cancer center,
first announced last spring, is targeted
for June, 1974. Barnes estimated that
demolition of the Lane building, now on
that site, would probably begin this
winter.
"Beyond the grants, the only thing

we have is about S4-million that we've

been accumulating in the building fund
for the past half-dozen years," Barnes
went on.
The Hundreds campaign, a:

announced last February 22 by Dr.
Steven Muller, president of both
institution, includes plans to raise
$20-million in cash, and later,
S80-million in loans, to rebuild much of
the East Baltimore facility, which first
opened in 1889.
Though the Hospital has reportedly

been pledged over $6-million toward its
cash goal. Barnes remarked, "Obviously,
we can't pay our bills today with
pledges.
"So." he said, "we're working on the

assumption that a lot of this money is
not going to be available right away, and
we know that we can't count on that
[the pledges] to pay the bills at this
point in time."
The famous green -corned

administration building with the
mammoth statue of Jesus, separated
from the Broadway entrance's by a
landscaped green, will not be
demolished.
But patients will enter the Hospital

from the east, through a walkway over
Wolf Street.
The 4-story cancer center, to cost

about S12-million in all, should be ready
to open sometime in 1976.
Over $14-million is slated for the

patient care structure, to be built in the
Hospital's courtyard and adjacent to
Halstead, the surgery center.

In addition, planned renovations in
Halstead, and Osler, the medicine
building, should cost about $4-million.

In addition to the Woman's Clinic,
the Marburg building, for private
patients, is slated to be closed. Marburg,
along with the domed building and the
Wilmer Institute, will become national
landmarks soon, if Hopkins proposals to
the federal government are
accepted. The $38-million budgeted
for the first phase of the redevelopment
also includes about $2-million for added
generating capacity at the power plan,
and over S300,000 for parking. Site
preparation, including demolition, will
cost nearly S1.2-million, while
S4.8-million will be set aside for fees
and contingencies.
The S100-million program, which May

run for 15 years, includes plans for
another large patient care structure, next
to Osler.
The first of the large patient care

building, in addition to its beds, will
house the overflow from the Radiology
building, and will replace the turn of the
century woman's clinic, on the Wolfe
Street side of the Hospital. It will
include three delivery suites, six labor
rooms, and three gynecological operating
rooms.

Classrooms, conference rooms, and
other meeting areas are planned for the
areas shared bys the cancer center and
the 180-bed building.
When Step 1 is completed in three

years or so, the total number of hospital
beds will be reduced from the present
1,065 to approximately 940. This
reduction should, Hospital officials say,
hike the total occupancy rate from the
present sluggish 70 percent to about 85
percent.
The plan is to encourage

Hopkins-affiliated doctors to refer their
patients to the Hopkins Hospital, and
not to more modern facilities in the
County.

All the construction announced in the
Step 1 project is to take place in the
four-block area circumscribed by the
parking lot adjacent to Broadway,

Where to Buy It

Monument, Wolfe and Orleans Streets,
the present site of the Hospital.

Following a period of expansion into
the mostly poor and black neighborhod
in the early and mid-sixties, new
building virtually ceased. The only
exception was the four-story Park
building, for children's outpatient
services, which opened in 1971.
During this period, Hospital

administrators considered moving the
Medical Institutions out of the inner
city, and to a more suburban location.
Around 1971, however, they decided to
keep the Hospital in EAst Baltimore.
and promised community leaders that
there would be no further expansion to
the north or west.

Built in the sixties were the new basic
science building, the Traylor research
building, Turner Auditorium, and the
Children's Medical and Surgical Center.
More recently, the Hospital has

considerably expanded its health care
delivery services, with8 clinics in the
planned Howard County city, Columbia,
and in East Baltimore.
The East Baltimore Medical Program,

begun in late 1971, has several thousand
persons registered.
The Program provides medical, dental,

and other health-related services for
pre-payed members.

PLACES TO EAT PLACES TO EAT BOOKS MERCHANDISE MISCELLANEOUS

PEKING GARDEN

Chinese Restaurant

2410 E. Joppa Rd.
661-2411

Eat - In, Carry Out

JEN'S

3121 St. Paul St.

1,111011111MIMMI

Peterson's
Candy & Ice Cream

Shoppe
Now in the Rotunda

40th Street & Keswick

Mon-Sat...10: 00 am-10:00pm
Sunday  12 noon-8:00pm

235-4262
Complete Fountain Service

OCCULT & NEW AGE BOOKS

THE AQUARIAN AGE
BOOKSTORE

813 North Charles Street

752-5014

Pizzas, Late - night snacks

PECORA'S

A Favorite Rendez-Wu

for Hopkins Men

JIMMY WY'S

NEW CHINA INN
Charles Street Below 25th

BOOK FAIR

3121 St Paul Phone 235-6296

Greeting Cards

Stationary Gifts

Paperback Books

Art Supplies

Open Mon-Sat 9:30am-9pm

APPALACHIAN
OUTFITTERS
Adventure Sports &

Wilderness Camping Specialists

465-7227
8563 Balto Nat'l Pike

WATERBEDS
2435 Maryland Avenue

366-6110
NOVEMBRE WATERBEDS

We offer quality waterbeds & service.

SERVICE PHOTO
3011 Greenmount-235-6200

KODAK PROCESSING"
24 hr slides 48 hr prints

CUSTOM B&W
Special enlarging contact sheets

FILMS
Kodak - Agfa - H & W Control

'CAMERAS

TAPE RECORDERS
All darkroom supplies & chemistry

PASSPORT & GRAD SCHOOL
APPLICATION PHOTOS
(John Gach Bookshop)
3322 Greenmount Ave.

Mon., Thurs., & Sat. 5-6 pm

467-8759
"CHEAPEST PRICE IN TOWN"

THE CLOTHES HORSE
Clothes, Cookware, Paperback Books,

Cards & Other Things

Coverings 8c. Nourishments
for Mind & Body

217 W. Read Street

Baltimore, Md., 21201

728 -3818

24 Hr Processing

Color Prints at $.19

ZEPP PHOTO
3042 Greenmount Ave

Disco nts le

3320 Greenmount Avenue

889-3831
John P. Gach.
3322 Greenmount Avenue

467-4344

Complete Laundry Service
WAVERLY

LA'JNDROMAT
3330 Greenmount Avenue 467-2123


